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Abstract
A key notion of equivalence for modal and epistemic logic is bisim-
ulation. However, to capture the update eﬀects of action models in
epistemic update logic, this notion turns out to be too strong. We pro-
pose a notion of equivalence, called action emulation, which is more
appropriate for action models than bisimulation. Next, we propose
the necessary and suﬃcient conditions for having the same update ef-
fect, in the cases of action models with propositional preconditions
and action models with modal preconditions. It is proved that every
bisimulation is an action emulation, but not vice versa. And we show
that in the context of action models with propositional preconditions,
action emulation provides a full characterization of update eﬀect.
1 Introduction
Actions with epistemic eﬀects, such as informing someone that something
is the case, are quite similar to situations with epistemic aspects, such as
models of the states of knowledge of groups of agents. Knowledge of agents
is encoded in epistemic models, with transition relations
i → modelling the
epistemic state of each agent i, and valuations over a set of proposition
letters modelling factual states of aﬀairs.
Deﬁnition 1.1 (Epistemic state model for a given language L). Given a
ﬁnite set of agents Ag, and a set of atomic propositions P in language L, an
epistemic state model is a tuple M = (W,{
i →| i ∈ Ag},Val) where:
• W is a set of worlds;
•
i →⊆ W × W is the accessibility relation for agent i ∈ Ag;
1• Val : W → P(P) is a function from W to the collection of atomic
propositions in L.
To model particular situations, we use pointed model (M,S), where M is a
state model and S ⊆ WM which means the current world is among S.
For convenience, we use (W,
i →,Val) to denote a state model; if S is a
singleton {w}, then (M,{w}) is denoted as (M,w).
[4] proposes to model epistemic actions as epistemic models, with valu-
ations replaced by preconditions. (See also: [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].)
Deﬁnition 1.2 (Epistemic action model for a given language L). Given a
ﬁnite set of agents Ag, an action model is a tuple A = (W,{
i →| i ∈ Ag},Pre)
where:
• W is a set of actions;
•
i →⊆ W × W is the accessibility relation for agent i ∈ Ag;
• Pre : W → ϕ(L) is a function from W to the collection of all formulas
in language L.
To model particular actions, we use pointed model (A,S), where A is an
action model and S ⊆ WA, which means the current action is among S.
For convenience, we also use (W,
i →,Pre) to denote an action model. If
S is a singleton {a}, then the pointed model is denoted as (A,a).
The epistemic language LANG is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 1.3 (The epistemic language LANG ). Assume p ranges over
the set of atomic propositions P, i ranges over the set of agents Ag and B
ranges over the subsets of Ag. The formulas of LANG are given by:
ϕ ::= > | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | iϕ | EBϕ | CBϕ | [(A,S)]ϕ
where (A,S) is a multi-pointed ﬁnite LANG (action) model.
We employ the usual abbreviations. In particular, ⊥ is shorthand for
¬>, ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 for ¬(¬ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2), ϕ1 → ϕ2 for ¬(ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2), ♦iϕ for ¬i¬ϕ,
h(A,S)iϕ for ¬[(A,S)]¬ϕ.
The reason to employ multiple pointed models for updating is that it
allows us to handle choice. Suppose we want to model the action of testing
whether ϕ followed by a public announcement of the result. This involves
2choice: if the outcome of the test is aﬃrmative, then do this, else do that.
Choice is modelled in a straightforward way in multiple pointed action mod-
els. Once we allow multiple pointed action models, it is reasonable to also
take our epistemic models to be multiple pointed, with the multiple points
constraining the whereabouts of the actual world.
Let MOD be the class of epistemic state models and ACT the class of
ﬁnite epistemic action LANG models. Then LANG-update is an operation
of the following type:
⊗ : MOD × ACT → MOD.
The operation ⊗ and the truth deﬁnition for LANG are deﬁned by mutual
recursion, as follows.
Deﬁnition 1.4 (Update, Truth). Let M = (W,
i →,Val) be a state model
and A = (W,
i →,Pre) an action model, then the update product of M and
A, denoted as M ⊗ A, is (W0,
i →
0
,Val0) where:
• W0 = {(w,a)|w ∈ WM,a ∈ WA,(M,w) |= Pre(a)};
• (w,a)
i →
0
(w0,a0) iﬀ w
i →M w0 and a
i →A a0 for i ∈ Ag;
• Val(w,a) = Val0(w);
For multiple pointed state model (M,S), and multiple pointed action model
(A,T), (M,S) ⊗ (A,T) = (M0,S0) where M0 = M ⊗ A and S0 = {(w,a) ∈
S × T | (M,w) |= Pre(a)}.
and where the truth deﬁnition is given by:
(M,w) |= > always
(M,w) |= p :≡ p ∈ ValM(w)
(M,w) |= ¬ϕ :≡ not (M,w) |= ϕ
(M,w) |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 :≡ (M,w) |= ϕ1 and (M,w) |= ϕ2
(M,w) |= iϕ :≡ for all w0 with w
i → w0 ,(M,w0) |= ϕ
(M,w) |= EBϕ :≡ for all w0 with w
B → w0 ,(M,w0) |= ϕ
(M,w) |= CBϕ :≡ for all w0 with w
B∗
→ w0 ,(M,w0) |= ϕ
(M,w) |= [(A,S)]ϕ :≡ for all s ∈ S,
if (M,w) |= Pre(s) then (M ⊗ A,(w,s)) |= ϕ.
3In this deﬁnition
B → is the relation
[
i∈B
i →, and
B∗
→ its reﬂexive transitive
closure.
This paper addresses the question of the appropriate notion of equiv-
alence for action models. It may seem that generalizing bisimulations to
action models in the obvious way to ‘precondition preserving bisimulation’,
as is proposed in [2], is the way to go.
Deﬁnition 1.5 (Bisimulation on action models given language L). Let A,B
be L action models. Let ≡L be the appropriate equivalence notion for L.
Then relation Z ⊆ WA × WB is a L bisimulation if whenever aZb the
following hold:
PreEQ PreA(a) ≡L PreB(b),
Zig for any i ∈ Ag, any state a0 with a
i → a0, there is a state b0 with b
i → b0
and a0Zb0.
Zag same requirement vice versa.
If there is a total bisimulation between A and B, we denote it as A ↔ B.
Please note that we use the same symbol for the bisimulation of state models,
and we think it is easy for the readers to ﬁgure out which bisimulation we
are talking when they meet ↔ in this paper.
For pointed action models (A,S) and (B,T), (A,S) ↔ (B,T) means
there is a bisimulation between A and B, say Z, such that for any a ∈ S,
there is b ∈ T with (a,b) ∈ Z, and vice versa. S ↔ T is the abbreviation of
(A,S) ↔ (B,T) when A and B are clear. A total bisimulation can also be
denoted as (A,WA) ↔ (B,WB).
Theorem 1 (Preservation of epistemic bisimulation; Baltag, Moss, Solecki).
The action update operation ⊗ preserves ordinary bisimulation on epistemic
state models:
if M ↔ N then M ⊗ A ↔ N ⊗ A
Of course, we can also look at the action models modulo LANG bisim-
ulation:
Theorem 2 (Preservation of action bisimulation). The action update oper-
ation preserves action bisimulation:
if A ↔ B then M ⊗ A ↔ M ⊗ B.
4Proof. We have to show that for every (w,s) ∈ M⊗A there is a (v,t) among
the actual worlds of M⊗B with (w,s) ↔ (v,t), and vice versa. This follows
immediately from the existence of the bisimulation ↔ between A and B,
for the relation on M ⊗ A × M ⊗ B deﬁned by means of
(w,s)C(v,t) iﬀ w = v and s ↔ t
is a total bisimulation.
2 Same Update Eﬀect
Thinking of the ﬁnite action models (A,S) as ‘action programs’, the basic
semantic notion of equivalence between such programs is that of having the
same update eﬀect:
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Same update eﬀect). Action models A and B have the
same update eﬀect, if given any state models M:
M ⊗ A ↔ M ⊗ B.
We denote this as A ≡ACT B. Please notice that the bisimulation ↔ above
is a total bisimulation.
For multiple pointed action models (A,S) and (B,T), (A,S) ≡ACT
(B,T) means for any multiple pointed state model (M,X),
(M,X) ⊗ (A,S) ↔ (M,X) ⊗ (B,T)
In the following proofs, we will mostly deal with the multiple pointed cases.
From the update bisimulation preservation theorem it follows that:
Theorem 3. Given pointed action models (A,S) and (B,T),
(A,S) ↔ (B,T) implies (A,S) ≡ACT (B,T)
Can we turn this around? No, we cannot. Here is a simple counterex-
ample. Let
(A,S) = (({a0},∅,{a0 7→ ⊥}),{a0}),
and let
(0,T) = ((∅,∅,∅),∅).
Then (A,S) ≡ACT (0,T), but (A,S) and (0,T) are not bisimilar. Removing
the inconsistent states (the states with a precondition equivalent to ⊥) from
5an action model does not aﬀect its update potential, so we might as well
assume that action models contain only consistent states. This would reduce
A to 0. However, Figure 11 provides another counterexample: non-bisimilar
action models with consistent states and with the same update potentials.
(A1,S) :
 
 
 
   a0 : >
Ag

(A2,T) :
 
 
 
   a1 : p
Ag
 Ag // 
 
 
   a2 : ¬p
Ag

oo
Figure 1: Non-bisimilar actions with the same update eﬀects
Clearly, action a0 in Figure 1 is not bisimilar to a1, since these actions
have diﬀerent preconditions. Also a0 is not bisimilar to a2, for the same
reason. Still the two action models have the same update eﬀects:
Theorem 4. Given pointed action models (A1,S),(A2,T) as in Figure 1,
for any pointed state model (M,X),
(M,X) ⊗ (A1,S) ↔ (M,X) ⊗ (A2,T)
Proof. Deﬁne a binary relation between M ⊗ A1 and M ⊗ A2:
Z := {h(w,a0),(w,a1)i | (M,w) |= Pre(a1)} ∪ {h(w,a0),(w,a2)i | (M,w) |=
Pre(a2)}. Easy to check Z is the desired bisimulation.
For another example, consider Figure 2.
0:p v q 1:p v q
2:p
3:q
4:p
5:q
6:p
8:p
9:q
7:q
Figure 2: More non-bisimilar actions with the same update eﬀects
1The pointed worlds are distinguished by double borders.
6Each of the pointed action models in Figure 2 has the eﬀect of selecting
the accessibility paths with p ∨ q holding at every node along the paths.
Examples like these suggest that the notion of LANG bisimilarity is too
strong to capture the ‘essence’ of our update actions.
In the following sections, we will ﬁrst deﬁne a structural relation on
action models, called action emulation, and show that this notion exactly
captures the update eﬀects of action models.
3 Action Emulation
We now proceed to give a structural condition for equivalence of action
models. The relation of action emulation between action models, to be
deﬁned below, can be viewed as a suitably weakened bisimulation, adapted
to the case where valuations are replaced by preconditions.
Instead of insisting that the preconditions are logical equivalent, we just
require that the preconditions are compatible.
Instead of insisting on a precise match in the zig and zag clauses, we
merely require that an appropriate choice from a list of possible matches
can be made. The idea behind this is that to match a pair (w,s) in M⊗A,
we need a pair (w,t) in M ⊗ B. For (w,t) to exist, the precondition of t
should be satisﬁed by w. Requiring that s and t have the same precondition
would be too strong. Instead we require that there is a choice between
ﬁnitely many ti the preconditions of which are jointly implied by that of s.
These considerations are reﬂected in the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Action Emulation). Given action models A and B, a re-
lation E ⊆ WA × WB is an action emulation if whenever sEt the following
hold:
Preconditions Pre(s) ∧ Pre(t) is consistent.
Zig If s
i → s0 then there are t1,...,tn with
t
i → t1,...,t
i → tn,s0Et1,...,s0Etn and Pre(s0) |= Pre(t1)∨···∨Pre(tn).
Zag If t
i → t0 then there are s1,...,sn with
s
i → s1,...,s
i → sn,s1Et0,...,snEt0 and Pre(t0) |= Pre(s1)∨···∨Pre(sn)
7We denote this as A  B.
For multiple pointed action models (A,S) and (B,T), (A,S)  (B,T)
means there is an action emulation E ⊆ WA × WB satisfying the following
extra requirement: for every s ∈ S(⊆ WA) there are t1,...,tn ∈ T(⊆ WB)
such that sEt1,...,sEtn and Pre(s) |= Pre(t1)∨···∨Pre(tn), and for every
t ∈ T there are s1,...,sn ∈ S with s1Et,...,snEt and Pre(t) |= Pre(s1) ∨
··· ∨ Pre(sn).
A total action emulation means the emulation connects (A,WA) and
(B,WA). For convenience, we write A  B if (A,WA)  (B,WA).
Observe that the examples of actions with the same update eﬀects all
satisfy this structural requirement. Also it is easy to see that action emula-
tion is a weakening of bisimulation, in the following sense:
Theorem 5. Given pointed action model (A,S) and (B,T), if (A,S) ↔
(B,T) then (A,S)  (B,T).
Proof. The bisimulation Z witnessing (A,S) ↔ (B,T), is also an action
emulation witnessing (A,S)  (B,T), since the three conditions of action
emulation follows from three conditions of action bisimulation respectively.
We show that there is always a maximal action emulation. First we
prove a lemma:
Lemma 6. Suppose R,U both emulate action models (A,S) and (B,T),
then R ∪ U is an action emulation connecting (A,S) and (B,T) too.
Proof. For any (s,t) ∈ R ∪ U, it must be the case that either (s,t) ∈ R
or (s,t) ∈ U. Without loss of generality, suppose (s,t) ∈ U, then the
three conditions (Invariance, Zig, Zag) and the extra requirement follows
trivially.
Then a maximal action emulation is immediate:
Theorem 7. There is always a maximal action emulation.
Proof. Given action model (A,S) and (B,T), and the collection of all action
emulations between them, say EM.
S
EM is a maximal action emulation
between A and B, due to the fact that the union of two action emulations
is still an action emulation, as showed in lemma 6.
8The proof that the existence of an action emulation between (A,S) and
(B,T) guarantees that they have same update eﬀect is also straightforward:
Theorem 8. Given pointed action models (A,S) and (B,T),
If (A,S)  (B,T) then (A,S) ≡ACT (B,T).
Proof. Let (M,X) be an arbitrary pointed epistemic model. Assume (A,S) 
(B,T) and let E be an action emulation witnessing this.
Deﬁne R ⊆ M⊗A×M⊗B by means of: (w,s)R(v,t) :≡ w = v ∧sEt.
We show that R is a bisimulation: suppose (w,s)R(v,t),
ValEQ From (w,s)R(v,t) we get that w = v and hence Val(w,s) = Val(v,t).
Zig Let (w,s)
i → (w0,s0). Then w
i → w0, s
i → s0, and (M,w0) |= Pre(s0).
From (w,s)R(v,t) we have that sEt. By sEt, there are t1,...,tn
with t
i → t1,...,t
i → tn, s0Et1,...,s0Etn, and Pre(s0) |= Pre(t1) ∨
··· ∨ Pre(tn). Since (M,w0) |= Pre(s0), it follows from Pre(s0) |=
Pre(t1) ∨ ··· ∨ Pre(tn) that there is some ti with (M,w0) |= Pre(ti).
Thus (w0,s0)R(w0,ti).
Zag Same reasoning vice versa.
Now show R connects (M,X)⊗(A,S) and (M,X)⊗(B,T). Given (w,s) ∈
M⊗A with w ∈ X and s ∈ S, we have (M,w) |= Pre(s). Since E connects
(A,S) and (B,T), there must be t1,...,tn, such that sEt1,...,sEtn and
Pre(s) |= Pre(t1)∨...∨Pre(tn); hence (M,w) |= Pre(t1)∨...∨Pre(tn). So
there must be ti such that (M,w) |= Pre(ti), therefore (w,s)R(w,ti). And
the other direction is similar.
The theorem shows that action emulation is a suﬃcient condition for
having the same update eﬀect. To see whether it is also necessary, we will
make a case separation as follows.
Call an action model propositional if all preconditions that occur in it
are purely propositional formulas. Call an action model modal if all precon-
ditions that occur in it are multi-modal formulas. In the next two sections
we will look at the update eﬀects of propositional and modal action models,
and show that in propositional case having the same update eﬀect implies
the existence of an action emulation, and in modal case, having the same
update eﬀect is characterized by the bisimulation of expansion deﬁned in
this paper.
94 Update Eﬀects of Propositional Actions
In this section we will show that in the case of actions with propositional
preconditions, having the same update eﬀect can be characterized in terms
of the update eﬀects in some special cases.
Let Q be a ﬁnite set of proposition letters, then a valuation over Q is a
subset of Q. For v ⊆ Q, let Φ(v) :≡
V
p∈v p ∧
V
p/ ∈v ¬p. Then a valuation v
models a propositional formula ψ (written as v |= ψ) if Φ(v) |= ψ.
Since the preconditions of actions are propositional, we can have a set
of valuations such that precondition can be modeled by this set. Given an
action model A and let Q be the set of proposition letters occurring in the
preconditions of A, for a ∈ A, XP(A,a) :≡ {(a,v) | v ∈ P(Q),v |= Pre(a)},
which is called the eXpansion of a Proposional action a.
Now we deﬁne the expansion of an action model with propositional pre-
conditions by replacing all the actions with new actions in their expansions,
in such a way that the expansion preserves the update eﬀect.
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Expansion of propositional action models). Let A = (W,
i →
,Pre) be a ﬁnite action model with propositional precondition, Q is the set
of all proposition letters occurring in A, the expansion of A, denoted as A◦,
is (W0,
i →
0
,Pre0), where:
W0 :≡
[
a∈WA
XP(A,a)
Pre0(a,v) :≡
^
p∈v
p ∧
^
p/ ∈v
¬p
(a,v)
i →
0
(a0,v0) iﬀ a
i → a0,v |= Pre(a),v0 |= Pre(a0)
For the case of a multiple pointed action model (A,S), the expansion is
(A◦,S◦) where A◦ is deﬁned above, and S◦ :≡
S
a∈S XP(A,a)
The following theorem shows that (A,S) and (A◦,S◦) have same update
eﬀect:
Theorem 9. Given a ﬁnite action model (A,S), it has same update eﬀect
as its expansion, i.e. (A,S) ≡ACT (A◦,S◦).
Proof. Given any state model (M,X), we show that (M,X) ⊗ (A,S) ↔
(M,X) ⊗ (A◦,S◦). Deﬁne R := {h(w,s),(w,(s,Val(w)))i | w ∈ WM,s ∈
WA,(M,w) |= Pre(s)}.
Suppose (w,s)R(w,(s,Val(w))):
10ValEQ Easy to see Val(w,s) = Val(w) = Val(w,(s,Val(w))).
Zig Let (w,s)
i → (w0,s0). Then w
i → w0, s
i → s0, and (M,w0) |= Pre(s0).
Therefore, by the deﬁnition of expansion, (s0,Val(w0) ∈ A◦, and hence
we have (w0,(s0,Val(w0))) ∈ M ⊗ A◦ complete this condition.
Zag Same reasoning vice versa.
For any (w,s) ∈ M ⊗ A with w ∈ X,s ∈ S, using the same reasoning
in Zig, we ﬁnd a corresponding world (w,(s,Val(w))) ∈ M ⊗ A◦ with w ∈
X,(s,Val(w)) ∈ S◦, and vice versa.
Thinking it from another way, we can get the expansion of (A,S) by up-
dating it with a speciﬁc state model as follows: The epistemic state model
VALQ is the model (W,R,Val) where W = P(Q), R is the universal relation
on W for every agent i ∈ Ag, and Val is the identity function. Thus, worlds
are valuations, and the valuation at each world is that world itself. For con-
venience, we use VAL∗
Q to denote a special pointed model (VALQ,WVALQ).
Theorem 10. Given an action model A, let Q be the set of all proposition
letters occurring in A, then there is a structure preserving bijection between
VALQ ⊗ A and A◦.
Proof. Deﬁne a relation Z ⊆ VALQ ⊗ A × A◦:
Z :≡ {h(w,a),(a,Val(w))i | a ∈ WA,(VALQ,w) |= Pre(a)}
We have:
Bijection For any (w,a) ∈ VALQ ⊗ A, we have (VALQ,w) |= Pre(a),
therefore (a,Val(w)) ∈ A◦, and vice versa. So Z is a bijection.
Relation preserving For any (w,a)
i → (w0,a0), we have a
i → a0, then
correspondingly we have (a,Val(w))
i → (a0,Val(w0)). And vice versa.
The above theorem shows that state model VALQ ⊗ A and action A◦
are almost the same. The only diﬀerence is that the former one has valua-
tion for each world and the latter one has precondition for each world, but
here valuation and precondition are virtually the same, by Φ(Val(w,a)) ≡
Pre(a,Val(w)).
Clearly we have:
Theorem 11. Given propositional action models (A,S) and (B,T), (A,S) ≡ACT
(B,T) implies (A◦,S◦) ↔ (B◦,T◦).
11Proof. What holds for an arbitrary epistemic model (M,X) certainly holds
for VAL∗
Q, so VAL∗
Q ⊗ (A,S) ↔ VAL∗
Q ⊗ (B,T). By theorem 10, there
is a structure preserving bijection f from VALQ ⊗ A to A◦, and g from
VALQ ⊗ B to B◦. The bisimulation between A◦ and B◦ is established by
Z :≡ {(s,t) | s ∈ WA◦,t ∈ WB◦,f−1(a) ↔ g−1(b)}, since the precondition
equivalence and zig-zag conditions correspond to the invariance and zig-zag
conditions in VALQ⊗A ↔ VALQ⊗B. Also there is one-one correspondence
between the pointed worlds in VAL∗
Q ⊗ (A,S) and (A◦,S◦). Therefore
(A◦,S◦) ↔ (B◦,T◦).
Next, we prove the implication from bisimulation of expanded models to
having the same update eﬀect:
Theorem 12. Given propositional action models (A,S),(B,T),
(A◦,S◦) ↔ (B◦,T◦) implies (A,S) ≡ACT (B,T)
Proof. Suppose (A◦,S◦) ↔ (B◦,T◦), according to theorem 10 and using
similar argument in theorem 11, VAL∗
Q ⊗ (A,S) ↔ VAL∗
Q ⊗ (B,T), with Q
be the set of all proposition letters occurring in A,B.
Let (M,X) be an arbitrary pointed epistemic model. We have to show
that (M,X) ⊗ (A,S) ↔ (M,X) ⊗ (B,T).
Deﬁne a relation C ⊆ WM⊗A × WM⊗B by means of
(w,s)C(v,t) iﬀ w = v & (Val(w),s) ↔0 (Val(v),t),
where ↔0 is a bisimulation linking VAL∗
Q ⊗ (A,S) to VAL∗
Q ⊗ (B,T).
We show that C is a bisimulation. Assume (w,s)C(v,t). Then w = v
and (Val(w),s) ↔0 (Val(w),t). We check the three bisimulation conditions:
Invariance Immediate from the fact that the valuation of (w,s) equals the
valuation of w, and then equals the valuation of (w,t).
Zig Let (w,s)
i → (w0,s0). Then w
i → w0 and s
i → s0. It holds in VALQ ⊗ A
that (Val(w),s)
i → (Val(w0),s0). By the zig condition for (Val(w),s) ↔0
(Val(w),t), it follows that there is a t0 with (Val(w),t)
i → (Val(w0),t0)
and (Val(w0),s0) ↔0 (Val(w0),t0). So (w0,s0)C(w0,t0), as desired.
Zag Similar vice versa.
For any (w,s) ∈ M⊗A with w ∈ X,s ∈ S, there is must be (Val(w),s) ∈
VALQ ⊗ A due to the fact that (M,w) |= Pre(s). According to the bisimu-
lation between VAL∗
Q ⊗ (A,S) and VAL∗
Q ⊗ (B,T), there exists t ∈ T such
12that (Val(w),s) ↔0 (Val(w),t), hence there is (w,t) ∈ M ⊗ B such that
(w,s)C(w,t). The other direction is similar.
Combining these, we get:
Theorem 13. Given propositional action models (A,S) and (B,T),
(A◦,S◦) ↔ (B◦,T◦) iﬀ (A,S) ≡ACT (B,T)
Proof. Immediate from theorems 11 and 12.
5 Update Eﬀects of Modal Actions
We now turn to the case where the preconditions are multi-modal formulas,
i.e., where they belong to the language deﬁned by:
ϕ ::= > | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | iϕ
We extend the deﬁnition of action model expansions, as follows. Let Π
be the set of preconditions occurring in action models A,B. Let Q be the
set of all proposition letters occurring in Π. Let MCONSΠ be the set of all
maximal consistent2 subsets taken from ¬SubΠ, where Sub denotes taking
subformulas and ¬ denotes closure under single negations. Let EXPΠ be the
triple (W,
i →,Val) where W = MCONSΠ, Val is the function that assigns to
every maximal consistent subset Γ ∈ MCONSΠ with the Q-valuation Γ∩Q,
and relation
i → is given by:
Γ
i → Γ0 iﬀ ∀ϕ ∈ Γ0,i¬ϕ / ∈ Γ.
Thus, the accessibility relations now take the modal constraints imposed by
the preconditions into account. For convenience, we use EXP∗
Π to denote
(EXPΠ,WEXPΠ).
The following lemma will play a role in our proof:
Lemma 14 (Truth Lemma). Given action model A and EXPΠ induced
from A, and a ∈ WA, and for any ϕ ∈ ¬SubΠ,
(EXPΠ,Γ) |= ϕ iﬀ ϕ ∈ Γ
Proof. The proof follows from a standard induction on the structure of for-
mulas, so we do not provide it here.
2We use a normal multi-modal axiom system here.
13Similar to the propositional case, we ﬁrst give the expansion of a modal
action, then deﬁne the expansion of an action model. Given a modal action
model A and let Π be the set of preconditions in A. Let Q be the set of
proposition letters occurring in Π, for a ∈ A, XM(A,a) := {(a,Γ) | Pre(a) ∈
Γ & Γ ∈ MCONSΠ}, which is called the eXpansion of a Modal action a.
Now we deﬁne the expansion of a modal action model by replacing all the
actions with new actions in their expansions. Then we show the expansion
preserves same update eﬀect.
Deﬁnition 5.1 (Expansion of modal action models). Let A = (W,
i →,Pre)
be a ﬁnite action model with modal preconditions, and Π be the set of
preconditions in A, which can be modal formulas. Let Q be the set of
proposition letters occurring in Π, the expansion of A ( denoted as A) is
(W0,
i →
0
,Pre0), where:
W0 :=
[
a∈WA
XM(A,a)
Pre0(a,Γ) :=
^
p∈Γ∩Q
p ∧
^
p/ ∈Γ∩Q
¬p
(a,Γ)
i →
0
(a0,Γ0) iﬀ a
i → a0 and Γ
i → Γ0
For the case of a multiple pointed action model (A,S), the expansion is
(A,S) where A is the same as above, and S :=
S
a∈S XM(A,a)
Similar to theorem 10, we show that the expansion of A is very similar
to EXPΠ updating with A:
Theorem 15. Given a modal action model A, let Π be the set of the precon-
ditions in A, then there is a structure preserving bijection between EXPΠ⊗A
and A.
Proof. Deﬁne a relation Z ⊆ EXPΠ ⊗ A × A:
Z := {h(Γ,a),(a,Γ0)i | a ∈ WA,Γ = Γ0 ∈ MCONSΠ}
We have:
Bijection By truth lemma, we have (Γ,a) ∈ EXPΠ ⊗ A iﬀ (EXPΠ,Γ) |=
Pre(a) iﬀ Pre(a) ∈ Γ iﬀ (a,Γ) ∈ A. For any (Γ,a) ∈ EXPΠ ⊗ A, we
have one unique correspondence (a,Γ) ∈ A. So Z is a bijection.
Relation preserving For any (Γ,a)
i → (Γ0,a0), we have Γ
i → Γ0 and a
i →
a0, which exactly make (a,Γ)
i → (a0,Γ0); and vice versa.
14Clearly we have:
Theorem 16. Given modal action models (A,S) and (B,T), (A,S) ≡ACT
(B,T) implies (A,S) ↔ (B,T).
Proof. What holds for an arbitrary epistemic model (M,X) certainly holds
for EXP∗
Π, so EXP∗
Π ⊗ (A,S) ↔ EXP∗
Π ⊗ (B,T). By the theorem 15 and a
similar argument as in theorem 11, it follows that (A,S) ↔ (B,T).
Next, we prove that for modal action models, bisimilarity of expanded
models implies having the same update eﬀect.
Theorem 17. Given modal action models (A,S)and(B,T),
(A,S) ↔ (B,T) implies (A,S) ≡ACT (B,T)
Proof. Assume (A,S) ↔ (B,T). By theorem 15, we have EXP∗
Π ⊗
(A,S) ↔ EXP∗
Π⊗(B,T), with Π the set of preconditions occurring in A,B.
Let (M,X) be an arbitrary epistemic model. We have to show that
(M,X) ⊗ (A,S) ↔ (M,X) ⊗ (B,T).
Let ΠM
w be the set {ϕ ∈ ¬SubΠ | (M,w) |= ϕ}. Note that ΠM
w ∈
MCONSΠ.
Deﬁne a relation C ⊆ WM⊗A × WM⊗B by means of
(w,s)C(v,t) iﬀ w = v and (ΠM
w ,s) ↔0 (ΠM
w ,t).
where ↔0 is the bisimulation linking (A,S) to (B,T).
We show that C is a bisimulation. Assume (w,s)C(v,t). Then w = v
and (ΠM
w ,s) ↔0 (ΠM
w ,t). We check the three bisimulation conditions:
Invariance Immediate from the fact that the valuation of (w,s) equals the
valuation of w equals the valuation of (w,t).
Zig Let (w,s)
i → (w0,s0). Then w
i → w0, s
i → s0, and (M,w0) |= Pre(s0). It
follows from (M,w0) |= Pre(s0) that Pre(s0) ∈ ΠM
w0.
Let ϕ ∈ ΠM
w0. Assume, for a contradiction, that i¬ϕ ∈ ΠM
w . Then,
because ΠM
w is maximally consistent, ♦iϕ / ∈ ΠM
w , and contradiction
with the fact that (M,w) |= ♦iϕ. It follows that i¬ϕ / ∈ ΠM
w . Thus,
ΠM
w
i → ΠM
w0.
From Pre(s0) ∈ ΠM
w0 we get that (ΠM
w0,s0) is among the states of A,
and from s
i → s0 and ΠM
w
i → ΠM
w0 it follows that (ΠM
w ,s)
i → (ΠM
w0,s0).
15Since (ΠM
w ,s) ↔0 (ΠM
w ,t), it follows from (ΠM
w ,s)
i → (ΠM
w0,s0) that
there is a t0 with (ΠM
w ,t)
i → (ΠM
w0,t0) and (ΠM
w0,s0) ↔0 (ΠM
w0,t0). There-
fore (w0,s0)C(w0,t0), as desired.
Zag Similar.
Easy to check that each pointed world in (M,X) ⊗ (A,S) connects one in
(M,X) ⊗ (B,T) and vice versa.
Combining the above, we have:
Theorem 18. Suppose (A,S) and (B,T) have modal preconditions, then
(A,S) ↔ (B,T) iﬀ (A,S) ≡ACT (B,T)
Proof. Immediate from theorems 16 and 17.
One may note that the modal precondition case implies the propositional
case. The model VALQ is obtained from EXPΠ when no modal operators
occurred in the preconditions. The main reason we do this case separation
is due to the diﬀerent results for modal contraction in the following section.
6 Model contraction preserving update eﬀects
Now we look at the converse of expansion, i.e. contraction. We contract the
action models in such a way that same update eﬀects are preserved. Here is
a simple example in Figure 3.
A1 :
 
 
 
   a0 : >
Ag

A2 :
 
 
 
   a1 : p
Ag
 Ag // 
 
 
   a2 : ¬p
Ag

oo
Figure 3: Contraction of action model
We have shown that (A1,a0) and (A2,{a1,a2}) have same update eﬀect.
And it is easy to see that they are not bisimilar. However, we can view A1
as a contracted action model from A2: namely the actions a1 and a2 in A2
can be glued together. The key observation here is that they have the same
predecessors and successors. We make this more formal:
Deﬁnition 6.1 (Contraction of action models). Let A = (W,
i →,Pre) be
a ﬁnite action model, the contracted model of A with respect to a ∈ W,
denoted as CTR(A,a), is generated by the following procedure:
Let
16T(a) :≡ {b ∈ W | ∀c ∈ W,i ∈ Ag(c
i → a iﬀ c
i → b)&(a
i → c iﬀ b
i → c)}
then
We get CTR(A,a) from A by deleting the actions in T(a)\{a} and
related links, then set Pre(a) :≡
W
{Pre(b) | b ∈ T(a)}.
If an action model can not be contracted to a smaller model, then we
call it a fully contracted model.
Now we show that A and CTR(A,a) have same update eﬀect. For the
simplicity of presentation, we only treat models without pointed worlds, and
therefore use total bisimulation in the following proofs. It is easy to adapt
the results to pointed bisimulation.
Theorem 19. Given action model A, and a ∈ WA:
A ≡ACT CTR(A,a)3
Proof. Given any state model M, deﬁne a binary relation between M ⊗ A
and M ⊗ CTR(A,a) as follows:
Z := {h(w,a0),(w,a)i | a0 ∈ T(a)} ∪ {h(w,b),(w,b)i | b ∈ WA\T(a)}
Then we show Z is a total bisimulation. Suppose h(w,a1),(w,a2)i ∈ Z:
ValEQ : Immediately follows from the fact that the valuations of (w,a1)
equals to the valuation of w, which equals to the valuation of (w,a2);
Zig : suppose (w,a1) →i (w0,a0
1). We distinguish 4 cases:
• a1,a0
1 ∈ T(a): So a1,a0
1 and a have the same predecessors and
successors; combined with the fact that a1
i → a0
1, we know that
there are reﬂexive and transitive i-links among a1,a0
1 and a.
By the deﬁnition of Z, a2 = a. Therefore a1 and a2 have the
same predecessors and successors. Then (w0,a) will complete this
condition, since h(w0,a0
1),(w0,a)i ∈ Z.
• a1 ∈ T(a),a0
1 / ∈ T(a): So a1 and a have the same predecessors
and successors. By the deﬁnition of Z, a2 = a. Therefore a1 and
a2 have the same predecessors and successors. Then (w0,a0
1) will
complete this condition, since h(w0,a0
1),(w0,a0
1)i ∈ Z.
• a1 / ∈ T(a),a0
1 ∈ T(a): By Z, a1 = a2. Then we take (w0,a) to
complete this condition, since a0
1 and a have the same predeces-
sors, and h(w0,a0
1),(w0,a)i ∈ Z.
3For the reason give above, we use total bisimulaton here.
17• a1 / ∈ T(a),a0
1 / ∈ T(a): By Z, a1 = a2. Then we take (w0,a0
1) to
complete this condition, which is easy to see.
Zag : similar argument.
Easy to check that Z is a total relation. For each (w,s) ∈ M ⊗ A, s
belongs to either T(a) or WA\T(a), then there is (w,a) or (w,s) in M ⊗
CTR(A,a) correspondingly. The other direction is similar.
There could be diﬀerent ways to contract an action model to a minimal
one, due to the diﬀerent order of worlds selected to do contraction. However,
we can show that any fully contracted action model of A has the same update
eﬀect as A:
Theorem 20. Let A be a ﬁnite action model, and A0 is a fully contracted
action model started from A, then
A ≡ACT A0
Proof. Given any state model M.
Since A is ﬁnite, the contraction procedure of A can only repeat ﬁnitely
many times before it is contracted to A0. Suppose the sequence of contract-
ing A is as follows: A0(= A),A1,...,An(= A0). From theorem 19, it follows
that M⊗Ai−1 ↔ M⊗Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. So by transitivity of bisimulation,
we have M ⊗ A ↔ M ⊗ A0. Therefore A ≡ACT A0 as desired.
We also can deﬁne a fully contracted action model directly:
Deﬁnition 6.2 (Full contraction). Let A = (W,
i →,Pre) be a ﬁnite action
model, A◦ = (W0,
i →
0
,Pre0) is a fully contracted model of A, where:
• W0 = {T(a) | a ∈ W}
• Pre0(T(a)) =
W
b∈T(a) Pre(b)
• T(a)
i →
0
T(b) iﬀ a
i → b
Now we show diﬀerent ways of contraction virtually leads to same result:
Theorem 21. Given action model A, suppose A0 is a fully contracted model
of A, and A◦ is the particular one deﬁned above, then A0 is isomorphic to
A◦.
18Proof. Suppose A0 is obtained from a series one-step contraction A0,A1,··· ,An,
such that A0 = A and An = A0. The universe of A can be divided into
equivalent classes, in which worlds have same predecessors and successors.
One step contraction just takes a representative world from each equivalent
class and then replace that class with it, and the links to that equivalent
class is preserved by this representative one. Then the isomorphism follows
immediately.
It is easy to see that the particular fully contracted model deﬁned above
has the same update eﬀect as the other ones:
Theorem 22. Given an action model A, let A0 be an arbitrary fully con-
tracted model of A, then A◦ ≡ACT A0.
Proof. This easily follows from theorem 20.
We have shown that if two action models have the same update eﬀect,
then the expansions of two action models are bisimilar, as in theorem 11
for propositional case and in theorem 16 for modal case. Our contraction
applies to both cases, then a question is: does a similar theorem hold for the
contractions of action models? The answer is no, due to the counterexample
in Figure 4.
(A,S) :
 
 
 
   0 : p ∨ q
Ag

(B,T) :
 
 
 
   1 : p
Ag

Ag

 
 
 
   2 : q
Ag

Ag
  
  3 : q
Ag
GG
OO
 
  4 : p ∨ q
Ag
GG
Figure 4: Action models with the same update eﬀects, but their contractions
are non-bisimilar.
In Figure 4, we have two action models (A,S), (B,T) with S = {0} and
T = {1,2}. It is not hard to see that they are not bisimilar, and we can
show that they have same update eﬀects by theorem 8 and an easy-to-check
fact (A,S)  (B,T). Please notice that their fully contracted models are
identical with themselves, since no contraction is possible for them. So this
example shows that for two action models with same update eﬀects, their
contraction are not necessary bisimilar.
19But the converse does hold:
Theorem 23. Let A and B be ﬁnite action models, if A◦ ↔ B◦ then
A ≡ACT B.
Proof. Suppose A◦ ↔ B◦. It follows that A◦ ≡ACT B◦. And by theorem
20, we have A◦ ≡ACT A and B◦ ≡ACT B. So A ≡ACT B as desired.
Now we try to connect our action emulation with the expansion and
contraction above. We have shown that the action emulation implies same
update eﬀect, and now we show the converse also holds for propositional
case.
First we prove several lemmas as follows:
Notice that emulation is not transitive, since p ∧ > and ¬p ∧ > are
consistent, but ¬p ∧ p is not. But for pointed bisimulation, it is transitive.
Lemma 24 (Emulation transitivity). Given action models, A, B and C,
suppose there are total emulation that A  B, B  C, then A  C.
Proof. Suppose E1 is the total emulation between A and B, and E2 is the
total emulation between B and C. Deﬁne a binary relation R ⊆ WA × WB
as follows,
aRc := aE1 ◦ E2c & Pre(a) ∧ Pre(c) is consistent
It is easy to verify that R is an action emulation. We show R is total: given
a ∈ WA, since A  B, we have b1,...,bn, such that aE1bi and Pre(a) |=
Pre(b1) ∨ ... ∨ Pre(bn). Similarly, for each bi, there is c1,...,cj, such that
biE2ck and Pre(bi) |= Pre(c1) ∨ ... ∨ Pre(cj). From the transitivity of |=,
it follows that there is c1,...,cm, such that such that aE1ci and Pre(a) |=
Pre(c1)∨...∨Pre(cm). For the other direction, the argument is similar.
Lemma 25. Given an action model A, and a ∈ WA,
A  CTR(A,a)
Proof. Deﬁne a relation E between A and CTR(A,a) as follows:
E := {(x,x) | x / ∈ T(a)} ∪ {(x,a) | x ∈ T(a)}
It is easy to check that E is an emulation.
For the propositional case, it follows from lemma 25 that if two action
models’ expansions emulate each other, they should emulate each other too:
20Theorem 26. Given propositional action models A, B, A◦  B◦ implies
A  B.
Proof. As we showed in lemma 25, one step contraction preserves emulation.
Since A is propositional, the expansion guarantees that from A◦, there is a
way to contract back to A, we have A◦  A. Similarly we have B◦  B,
therefore A  B.
We do not have a similar theorem for modal case is that we may not have
a way to contract the expansion for modal action models to the original one.
The main reason is that (a,Γ)
i → (a0,Γ0) requires both a
i → a0 and Γ
i → Γ0,
and Γ
i → Γ0 depends on Pre(a) and Pre(a0), so the expansion may lose some
links which could not be found back by contraction.
Now we show same update eﬀect implies emulation in propositional case:
Theorem 27. Given propositional action models (A,S) and (B,T),
(A,S) ≡ACT (B,T) implies (A,S)  (B,T)
Proof. Suppose (A,S) ≡ACT (B,T), then by theorem 11, we have (A◦,S◦) ↔
(B◦,T◦). Since emulation is weaken than bisimulation, it follows that (A◦,S◦) 
(B◦,T◦). And from an easy adaption of theorem 26, we have (A,S) 
(B,T), as desired.
Combine theorem 8 and 27, we have:
Theorem 28. Given propositional action models (A,S) and (B,T),
(A,S) ≡ACT (B,T) iﬀ (A,S)  (B,T)
However in modal case, two action models having same update eﬀects
does not necessary mean they emulate. Here is an counter example in Figure
5. Updating (A1,S) and (A2,T) with an arbitrary state model (M,X),
the actions a0 and a1 will be executable in exactly same set of worlds in
M; moreover, there will be no i-links in M ⊗ A2, since the only possible
case is (m,a1)
i → (m0,a2) but (M,m) |= Pre(a1) and (M,m0) |= Pre(a2)
can not hold at the same time. Therefore (A1,S) ≡ACT (A2,T), but not
(A1,S)  (A2,T).
21(A1,S) :
 
 
 
   a0 : i¬ϕ (A2,T) :
 
 
 
   a1 : i¬ϕ
i // 
  a2 : ϕ
Figure 5: Modal actions with same update eﬀects
7 Conclusions and Further Issues
In the above sections, we have shown that, in the context of either purely
propositional or modal action models, having same update eﬀects is equiva-
lent to bisimilarity of expanded action models, but not necessarily to bisim-
ilarity of contracted action models. We also show our action emulation fully
characterized the same update eﬀects for propositional action models. We
leave the modal case for further research.
With the results above, checking whether two action models have the
same update eﬀect will be reduced to checking whether two action models
emulate.
Moreover, we can condense an action model to a minimal one preserving
the same update eﬀect by ﬁrst using the expansion method provided above,
and then iterating the contraction under bisimulation and the contraction
deﬁned above. For instance, the action model B in Figure 4 can be ﬁnally
reduced to the much more simpler model A.
We end with two open questions:
Question 1. What is the (modal) language characterization of action em-
ulation (compare the characterization theorems for bisimulation)?
Question 2. What is the complexity of determining whether two action
models emulate? Is this more complex than bisimulation, or is it also poly-
nomial, like the decision problem for bisimilarity? In particular, can some-
thing like a partition reﬁnement algorithm in the style of [?] be made to work
for this?
Acknowledgment: Thanks to Johan van Benthem and Albert Visser
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